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The Ernst equation for gravitational fields with a two-parameter isometry group is formulated
as a vanishing-curvature condition on an SU(2) or SU(1,1) bundle, both in the elliptic and hy-
perbolic cases. Backlund transformations are introduced as a special case of gauge transforma-
tions, and strong Backlund transformations are obtained in that context.
Gravitational fields with a two-parameter Abelian
group of symmetries correspond to situations of great
physical interest (e.g.', cylindrical gravitational waves,
stationary axisymmetric systems). It is well known
that the Einstein field equations reduce in that case
to the following equations':
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7„„=0
for the case of cylindrical ~aves, and
(la)
(2a)
(2b)
for stationary axisymmetric systems, where v is a rea1
scalar function of the independent variables u and e
[z and z in Eq. (2)]. The variables u and v are real,
while z is complex, with the bar denoting complex
conjugation as usual; co is a real vector function
depending on u and u (z and z) in three-dimensional
pseudo-Euclidean space with (++—) signature, con-
strained by the condition
Equations (la) and (2a) are obviously SO(2, 1) in-
variant. Equation (la) is equivalent to the Ernst
equation'
f"+ 2"f.+ 2"f.—2f„f„2r 2v' f +f
and similarly for Eq. (2a)
2f f;f +2*f;+ 2' f.—-2r ' 2r f+f
(4)
(5)
where f is a complex function.
Equations (4) and (5) are ordinarily derived from
the field equations by introducing a certain potential. 3
They may also be derived algebraically from Eqs. (la)
and (2a) by simply introducing the parametrization
M„—N„+ [M,W] =0 (6)
Equation (6) may be thought of as a consequence of
the integrability conditions for the system
u =MA. Au= NA
for an appropriate matrix A in the group.
(I [f f], 1 ff.-I +ff-),f+f
which solves the constraint (3). The SO(2, 1) invari-
ance of Eqs. (la) and (2a) is inherited by Eqs. (4)
and (5) in the form of SL(2,R) invariance under ap-
propriate fractional linear transformations of f.
The Ernst equations (4) and (5) may be considered
as a vanishing-curvature condition for the connection
on a certain bundle with SU(2) or SU(1,1) structure
group. Such a formulation has proved to be ex-
tremely useful for a variety of equations, such as the
sine-Gordon, Korteweg —de Vries, nonlinear
Schrodinger equation, etc. It leads to the possibility
of using inverse-scattering-transform methods, find-
ing infinite families of conservation laws, and to ob-
tain Backlund transformations for those equations. A
formulation of this type is available for the vector
equations (la) and (2a). ' A moving SU(1, 1)-
invariant trihedral is introduced, and ro is identified
with one of the vectors in the trihedral. The integra-
bility conditions arising from the evolution equations
for the trihedral then lead to the desired equation for ~.
%e develop in the following a similar formulation
for Eqs. (4) and (5), in terms of an SU(2) or
SU(l, l) bundle. ' Dealing directly with Eqs. (4) and
(5) is desirable for the purpose of solution generation
and to find conservation laws and Backlund transfor-
mations.
The bundle connection is given by a pair (M, N) of
coordinate-dependent matrices in the corresponding
Lie algebra, with the vanishing curvature condition
given by
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The (M, N) pair for Eq. (4) is given in the SU(2)
case by
—,(f f).—
f+f k f—„ , (f—7).—1
1
—,'(f-J)„
N=
k 'f„
M= 1f+f
—,
'(f -f).
P f.
pfu
(8)
1
f+f p f.
p 'f.
—,(f-J)„1
where k = ( U + X) ' '( V —X) 't'e'4', with U = U(u)
and V = V(u) being the functions appearing in the
solution of (lb): r = U(u) + V(u), and X and @
real constants. The integrability condition (6) for -Eq.
(7) yields Eq. (4). There is also an SU(1,1) descrip-
tion of the same equation. The matrices M and N
are now given by
with a given by e ' = [iX —B(z)1[i&+.3 (z)1
where X is a real constant and A (z), B(z. ) are relat-
ed to r by r(zz) =A (z) +B(z), and z =x+iy, x
and y real. The condition M» —N„+ [M,N] =0 is
equivalent to Eq. (5).
In this language, Backlund transformations may be
understood as gauge transformations of the connec-
tion (M, N). ' ' This approach has certain computa-
tional advantages in the process of finding the analyt-
ical expression for the Backlund transformations of a
given equation. The transformation law for M and N
is the usual one for non-Abelian gauge fields (tildes
denote transformed quantities)
M =SMS '+SOS ', N =SNS '+S„S ', (10)
where S is a matrix in the group. We now apply this
idea to find the explicit form of the Backlund
transformations for Eq. (4). We work in the SU(2)
case given by Eq. (7) [analogous results hold in the
SU(1,1) case], and impose the condition that M and
N have the same functional form with respect to the
transformed solution f as that of M and N with
respect to f. By assuming S = S(f,f,f,f;u, v), the
following general form for the Backlund transforma-
tions of Eq. (4) is obtained from Eq. (10):
where p = ( —U —h. ) ' z( V —A, )' 'e'& with U, V, k,
and P as before. Finally, the appropriate (M, N) pair
for Eq. (5) is the su(1, 1) pair
f„=G(ffff;u, u)f„+H(f fff;u, u)
f„=g(fff f;u, u)f„+it(fff f;u, ~)
(1 la)
(11b).
cosaf„+sin af»
—,(f-7)„1
(f f)» cosnf—, —sinnf„I1N=-f+7 cosnf» —sinnf„ —,(f-f),1
t
—,(f f)-
M= f +J' cosnf„+sinaf»
where 6, 0, g, and h are functions to be determined
below. The algebraic compatibility conditions for the
matrix equation (10) force the matrix elements in S
to satisfy a system of partial differential equations in
the independent variables f, f, f, f, u, and v. A sim-
ple particular solution is obtained through the Ansatz
Sf = Sf,Sf = S-. This results in the following expres-
sions:
G=(f+f)(f+f) '[1 ——p (K+K ') r —ip(K+K ')r'2(1+5r)' ]
H =P.(f +f ) [—'P(1+ K ') r + i K 'r'"(1+ 5r ) '"]
g =(f +f)(f+f) '[1 ——,p'(K+K ')'r +ip(K+K )r' (I +Sr)'t ]2
h =P„(f+f ) [—P(1+ K )r —i Kr' 2(1+br)'t2]
(12a)
(12b)
(12c)
(12d)
where r =(f +f) (f +f) ', K=(U+g) —'t~
x(V —i)'i', P=(U+~)~t~(V q) i, ,„d-
& = —4
p'(K+ K ')'. A constant of integration has
been set equal to zero in Eqs. (12) in order to simpli-
fy their appearance.
It should be stressed that the transformations given
by Eqs. (11) and (12) are strong Backlund transfor-
mations, in the sense that the integrability conditions
for Eqs. (11) imply that both f and f satisfy Eq. (4).
Other Ansiitze will lead to (in general) different
strong Backlund transformations for the same equation.
It is well known that Eq. (la) is intimately related
to the field equation for the SO(2, 1)-invariant non-
linear o- model in two dimensions, to which it in fact
reduces when v„=7„=0. The Backlund transforma-
tions given by Eqs. (11) and (12) possess an ap-
propriate limiting expression in that case. ' Simpler-
looking Backlund transformations may be obtained
for the latter, however, by using an Ansatz very
specific to that particular case. Equations similar to
Eqs. (11) and (12) hold in the elliptic case given by
Eq. (5).
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